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 Zoom 
Do You Wahoo?

Now with pluggable connector!

The Wahoo HD offers visual inspiration for creative underwater video and photography. With over 1.1 million dots densely packed on a 5 inch screen, the Sony CLM-V55 monitor offers the sharpest image available in a compact monitor. Configured with HDMI connectors, it delivers unparalleled image quality with 720 and 1080 signals. Finally, DSLR users can see critical focus and white balance color underwater.
 SKU: #  bs-003-aq 
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FREE Standard Shipping to USA / Canada!

 




Price $1,324.00
 

 This product has been discontinued. Please scroll down for accessories and other options.

 
 Select options Back
 This product has been discontinued. Please scroll down for accessories and other options.
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Custom Options
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Select Your Camera Housing Brand (see compatibility chart below):







Add the Sony Monitor

None
SONY CLM-V55 MONITOR
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Add a Spare Monitor Battery:

None
Sony NP-FM500H Battery Pack for CLM-V55 Monitor [ Add $69.99 ] See More See More
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Add the Mounting Hardware:

None
Ultralight Ball Adapter for the Wahoo [ Add $26.95 ] See More See More







 Price as Configured 
 Add to Cart  View Cart 





Articles & Videos About This Item ALL ARTICLES  ALL VIDEOS



 You may also like
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 Sony NP-FM500H Battery Pack for Wahoo Sony CLM-V55 Monitor  








Price $69.99
  






 

Overview / Product Description


Wahoo HD Underwater Monitor Housing for Sony CLM-V55 Monitor

DOWNLOAD THE QUICK GUIDE
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EYE CANDY
The Wahoo HD offers visual inspiration for creative underwater video and photography. With over 1.1 million dots densely packed on a 5 inch screen, the Sony CLM-V55 monitor offers the sharpest image available in a compact monitor. Configured with HDMI connectors, it delivers unparalleled image quality with 720 and 1080 signals. Finally, DSLR users can see critical focus and white balance color underwater.

FOCUS PEAKING
Not sure if that pygmy seahorse is in focus? With a click you can activate Focus Peaking mode. The high resolution screen switches to black and white for maximum contrast. Sharp areas are highlighted in bold red outlines making it easier to follow focus when subjects are on the move.

450 Ft / 137 M DEPTH RATING
The rugged aluminum WahooHD housing is engineered for technical diving to 450 feet and features oversized control knobs for easy use with gloves. You might not dive that deep, but your monitor can.

NEW PLUGGABLE CABLE DESIGN
Our new pluggable cable design allows the Wahoo to be removed for travel or when not required. Most importantly we believe our pluggable design is the most reliable in the industry. HDMI connections offer a true HD signal, but they require 19 wires and are very sensitive to water and corrosion. Our "pass through" cable design keeps the connection safely inside the housing and away from accidental drips.

RIGHT ANGLE / LOW PROFILE BULKHEAD
Our pluggable bulkhead features a right angle cable to minimize it's footprint on the camera housing and cleanly direct the cable from any mount position. When the Wahoo is unplugged and not in use, a low profile waterproof cap makes the footprint even smaller.

HOUSING COMPATIBILITY
We are still in the process of testing the Wahoo HD with all camera and housing combinations. If your camera or housing is not listed, please contact us.

COMPATIBILITY WITH 2012 CAMERA MODELS:
Our engineering team has worked closely with all major camera housing brands to verify Wahoo compatibility for Nikon D4, Nikon D800, and Canon 5D Mark III housings. We will update the chart below once our technicians confirm installs. Please call to confirm your order.


		Aquatica	Ikelite	Nauticam	Sea & Sea 	Subal	Seacam
							
	CANON						
	5DmkII	YES	?		YES (3) order)	NO	?
	5DmkIII	YES	?	YES	YES	?	?
	7D	YES	?	YES	NO	NO	?
	T2i	YES	?	NO	YES (4) aluminum cable jacket, not recommended)	NO	?
	T3i			?			
	T4i	?	?	?	?	?	?
							
	NIKON						
	D7000	YES (1) alarm)	?	YES (2)	YES (3)	YES	?
	D800	YES	?	YES	YES	?	?
	D3s	?			?	YES (5) only)	?
	D4	?		?		?	?



(1) Must remove leak alarm
(2) New 2012 version only
(3) Special order with custom bulkhead
(4) Requires removal of Wahoo aluminum cable jacket / not recommended
(5) Requires removal of Wahoo aluminum cable jacket / custom option available
(?) Untested

SPECIFICATIONS

WAHOO CLM-V55 HOUSING	ORIGIN: Designed and manufactured in the USA
	CONSTRUCTION: Aircraft grade anodized aluminum
	DEPTH RATING: 450 feet / 137 meters
	CONTROLS: All monitor functions accessible by smooth oversized controls designed for use with cold water diving gloves
	BATTERY: Compatible with Sony NP-FM500 battery for a 3.6 hour burn time
	MOUNTING: 1/4-20 and M6 threaded holes in three locations for maximum flexibility. 



SONY CLM-V55 MONITOR	SCREEN SIZE: 5 Inches
	SCREEN TYPE: TFT LCD
	VIEWING ANGLE: 90 degrees / 90 degrees
	RESOLUTION: Super dense 1152K Dots / 800x 480 pixels
	FORMAT:

	Auto switching 
	1080 / 720 resolutions 
	16:9 / 4:3 aspect ratios 
	PAL / NTSC formats

	CONNECTOR: HDMI
	BURN-TIME:

	3.6 Hours with NP-FM500 Battery 

	FOCUS PEAKING: Easy focus verification in black & white for maximum contrast with red highlights on sharp areas
	CONTROLS:

	Power 
	Focus Peaking 
	Pixel Magnification 
	TV Safe Display Masks 
	Brightness 
	Contrast 
	Color-tone (Hue) 
	Backlight 
	Color Temperature 
	Built-in Speaker Volume
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WEST COAST HEADQUARTERS / 
SHOWROOM / SERVICE CENTER / INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
225 Cannery Row, Monterey, California 93940 USA
PHONE: +1 831-645-1082
FAX: +1 831-375-1526
EMAIL: west@backscatter.com
SKYPE: backscatter_west


EAST COAST SUPPORT CENTER

PHONE: +1 603-432-1997
FAX: +1 603-421-0689
EMAIL: east@backscatter.com
SKYPE: backscatter_east
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CloseCustom Option: Add a Spare Monitor Battery:

Sony NP-FM500H Battery Pack for CLM-V55 Monitor includes these products:
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Sony NP-FM500H Battery Pack for Wahoo Sony CLM-V55 Monitor

View Product

  





CloseCustom Option: Add the Mounting Hardware:

Ultralight Ball Adapter for the Wahoo includes these products:
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Ultralight Aquavision Type Mount-Narrow

View Product

  





